Explores ‘Employee Satisfaction’ as a Quality and Productivity Enhancement Tool for IT Sector of Pakistan
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Preface:
This research paper is written during the study of course; ‘Software Quality Management’, offered at CASE, Islamabad, taught by: Mr. Ali Ahsan in Fall 2007. The motivation of this research paper comes from one of the research question that is part of Mr. Ali Ahsan’s PhD Thesis.

Abstract:

Purpose - This research addresses the factors concerning ‘Employee Satisfaction’ that impact quality of work done and productivity in software organization in Pakistan. The research reveals employee satisfaction as an integral factor for organizations in Pakistan for obtaining competitive advantages in terms of both quality and productivity. Employee satisfaction is an attribute pertinent to the workforce, which proves to be a valuable asset for the development of any sector. It is intended that findings of this research can be used to bring improvements in the work being done in the IT industry. This may serve as a valuable contribution in uplifting the IT economy of Pakistan.

Methodology - This research focuses on the factors that cause employee satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Initially factors affecting employee satisfaction were identified from the literature review. After this the relationship of employee satisfaction with quality and productivity was analyzed for organizations in Pakistan. A questionnaire was used in order to collect necessary data. This questionnaire highlighted the factors that are source of satisfaction or dissatisfaction. The questions used in the surveying tool, concerned general level of satisfaction of employees and the belief of top level managers and policy makers about the role of employee satisfaction on quality and productivity. It was ensured that questions were easy to understand, short and less time taking. The survey presented a range of options from 1 to 10 to employees for collecting their feedback. Lowest range depicted strong dissatisfaction and was given a ‘1’ weight age. Whereas highest range depicted strong satisfaction corresponding and was given a ‘10’ weight age. In addition to these questions having a range of options; general questions were also asked from employees in order to obtain understanding for their views. In order to carry out a meaningful, understandable and in-depth statistical analysis, questions were designed in a format that the response could then be easily translated into statistical figures for subsequent analysis.

Findings - Ahsan, Sajid and Wasim (2008) quote: “Pakistan’s IT industry is currently one of the top performers as compared to other industrial sectors within Pakistan [10]. As per the findings of Ahsan (2008), despite the fact that Pakistan’s IT industry is competitive, its true potential is yet to be unfolded. Ahsan (2008); states that Pakistan’s so called competitive IT industry has to be in lined with the international performers (Particularly South Asian economies). A simple proof of this statement can be obtained from the fact that Pakistan’s general economy is 1/5th of Indian economy. This must be true for IT sector of both the economies as well, which, unfortunately is not the case as because Pakistan’s IT sector is currently 1/27th of the Indian IT Sector[10]. Ahsan (2008) believes that partial reason of this unwanted difference may be revenue models, business practices and political situations of the two countries. Other than these Ahsan (2008) believes that several soft issues[11] are also responsible for this industrial difference. Out of the soft issues
'motivation' is one such important factor. 

Argument given by Ahsan, Sajid and Wasim (2008) related to the role of motivation as an imperative soft issue for revitalizing workforce can also be reproduced for the discussion concerning the role of ‘Basic Employee Satisfaction’ as an organization productivity and quality enhancement tool. Employees, being an integral asset of the organizations, impact organizations in accomplishment of their objectives. The impact of employee satisfaction in software industry of Pakistan is relatively less known but plays significant role. This paper analyzes the major causes of employee satisfaction and the impact of employee satisfaction on quality and productivity dimensions in the software organizations in Pakistan. Much of the literature reveals that factors like for instance pay\(^1\), career growth, encouragement, feedback, job interest and work environment influence employee satisfaction directly\(^2\) and therefore affect quality and productivity in one way or another. This paper argues that management in Pakistan’s IT organizations should focus on factors affecting the employee satisfaction and manage workforce accordingly.

**Limitations** - Most of the discussion has been restricted to the factors, already identified in previous research\(^1\), \(^3\), \(^4\), \(^5\), \(^7\), \(^8\), \(^9\) and literature. Survey is conducted only for the IT organizations in Islamabad.

**Originality / Value** - As said earlier, findings of this research can be used to bring improvements in the work being done in the IT industry. This may serve as a valuable contribution in uplifting the IT economy of Pakistan.
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**Introduction:**
With the changing IT consumer behavior towards quality and speedy solution, IT organizations now focus a lot on quality and productivity as key surviving tools. This paper argues that the quality and productivity in IT organizations of Pakistan relate directly to ‘Employee Satisfaction’. Employee satisfaction has been a major concern for many researchers. Several research studies illustrate the relationship between employee satisfaction and productivity but findings are contradictory. Some prove the positive relationship (Dunnette, Campbell, & Jaastad (1967), Locke, (1969, 1976), King (1970)) while others find no relationship (Brayfield & Corckett (1955), Vroom (1964))\(^1\). According to Richmond, McCroskey and Davis (1982), “moderately satisfied employees may be more productive than dissatisfied employee; extremely satisfied employees may form the type of work group known as the “happiness for lunch bunch” (McCroskey, Larson & Knapp, 1971) and be more of a social group than a work group, hence lowering productivity”.\(^1\) Despite the growing focus of international organizations on quality and productivity enhancement, we rarely find any necessary information; analyzing the impact of employee satisfaction on quality and productivity (Information concerning software industry is nearly does not exist. Also, the situation is even worse for Pakistan’s IT industry).

**Research Scope:**
This research examines and presents views of various employees in IT industry of Pakistan concerning their satisfaction level. The impact and correlation of employee satisfaction on quality and productivity of organizations is also studied in this research. Findings and conclusions are drawn after statistical analysis. Recommendations are provided to manage employee satisfaction in organizations in order to be more productive.
Research Questions:
Research questions of this paper are a small subset of questions identified by Ahsan (2008) in his PhD research report[10]. The questions which are addressed in this paper are as follows (but not limited to); a) What is the general level of satisfaction of employees in Pakistan’s IT Industry? b) Is there any affect of satisfaction on quality and productivity within IT organizations of Pakistan? c) What are causes / factors of employee satisfaction?

Data Collection Method:
Data was obtained from research papers, internet, dissertations, journal articles and books. Further, the relevant information was obtained from a survey conducted in 13 IT organizations in Islamabad having more than 40 employees. 33 questionnaires were obtained from employee in these organizations. Interviews were conducted from the high officials. Before distributing the questionnaires, each individual was given understanding of the research.

Data Analysis Method:
In order to analyze data, both qualitative and quantitative methods were used. Moreover, statistical tools were applied on the data for concluding results. These tools include the following:

For Qualitative Analysis:
‘Brainstorming’ and ‘Cause and effect Diagram’ were used.

For Quantitative Analysis:
Histogram, ‘Bar Graphs’, Correlations and Scatter Plots were used.

Analysis of data helped segregation of the factors that lead to employee satisfaction and dissatisfaction, along with the effect of employee satisfaction on quality and productivity. Following factors (independent variables) were analyzed in relation to satisfaction of employees (dependent variable): individual quality of work, commitment level[6], pay[1],[2], career growth[9],[6], work environment[3], supervisor’s attitude[3],[5], empowerment[3], feedback[5], performance evaluation[6], well defined job responsibility[3], interest level with the job[3], process quality, organizational quality[7], employee moral and work ethics[4], availability of resources, communication level[3], trainings[6], absenteeism[3],[4], turnover[3],[2], organization standard, quality of work output by the organization[7],[8], customer satisfaction[8], relation with co-workers[3] and productivity of the organization[1].

Factors, showing no impact were discarded from the study after analysis and only those factors were further scrutinized that depicted either positive or negative impact. The data was also compared to previous research and studies so that considerable results could be concluded.

General Analysis:
The statistical analysis leads to the following observations:
Employee’s experience is hardly related to employee satisfaction level (correlation: 0.248).
Individual employee satisfaction has significant direct relationship with broad (collective) satisfaction level found within organizations (correlation=0.85). This depicts that the overall satisfaction level of employees in organization increase with the increase in the satisfaction level of individual employees and vice versa.
Evidence has indicated, that dissatisfaction from pay is reduce level of performance (Bretz & Thomas (1992))[3]. The survey analysis depicts that employees having higher pays are more satisfied (correlation=0.79) and their satisfaction level grows if they are given competitive salary packages (correlation=0.56).
A positive relationship exists between employee’s interest in job and his / her satisfaction (correlation: 0.49). Although, this relationship is positive, but as compared to other factors, it doesn’t show a high impact contributing towards the satisfaction of the employees.
Moving on with our discussion employees taking leaves, due to lack of interest in their work has weak correlation to their satisfaction level (correlation= -0.124) and similar is the relationship of unsatisfactory job
environment with individual satisfaction (correlation=-0.243). This depicts that employees in Islamabad IT organizations are satisfied with the work they do and the environment provided to them. The reasons for their leave are negligibly either sickness (correlation=0.18) or personal problems (correlation=0.08).

Research reveals that manager’s use of leadership behavior influence employee satisfaction and output given by employee and productivity of the organization. The survey conducted, covered few attributes of leadership involving empowerment, encouragement of innovative ideas, ease level of communication irrespective of the designation, fairness in performance evaluation process and feedback given in response to job performance. Results depict positive influence of all these attributes on employee satisfaction. Amongst all these leadership factors provided to the employees from management, encouragement (correlation=0.6), feedback (correlation=0.69) and performance evaluation (correlation=0.73) show significant and direct impact on satisfaction of employees.

Elaboration of job responsibility influences the satisfaction of employees (correlation=0.56) directly. Similarly organization’s objectives definition affect satisfaction (correlation=0.5).

The graph in Figure 1 represents the opinion given by employees that ‘Professional Development’ [6] influences their satisfaction level. This graph is left skewed depicting the fact that employees do consider career growth as their satisfaction need in an organization. This research reveals that professional development is one of the factors leading to the better productivity of the organization.

![Figure (1): Histogram Depicting Rating of Professional Development with Satisfaction Level](image1)

The graph in Figure 2 shows the effects of work environment on employee satisfaction is left skewed depicting employee belief that work environment has strong influence on employee satisfaction.

![Figure (2): Histogram Depicting Rating of Work Environment with Employee Satisfaction](image2)
Continuing further, employee satisfaction directly impacts the quality of work produced by the organization, (correlation=0.8) thereby, depicting that if employees are satisfied, quality work will be produced. Consequently, employee will be more satisfied by the organization, but if they are not satisfied, quality will be affected negatively. Moreover the analysis also shows, that too much process quality negatively affects the employee satisfaction (correlation=-0.083).

Employee satisfaction directly impacts the productivity of the organization (correlation=0.71) thereby depicting that the organizations that have more satisfied employees are highly productive and organization with dissatisfied employees as less productive.

Literature review depicts that training is one of the four factors leading towards productivity of the organization. About 81% of the sample gives a strong view of the positive impact of training on the output of work they perform, while the rest gave the view that it does affect work output in a normal way. Further, the survey covered three attributes of training; involving current training status of the organization, effective training helping the employees in performing their job well and awareness of technology. The results of the survey show weak relationship with employee satisfaction which means, that proper and effective training is hardly given in the organizations within Islamabad, whereby people are made aware of the new technologies. Here, it is also important to mention that analysis in this research shows that 94% employees from sample think that satisfaction level directly affects employee ethics and dissatisfied employees are more likely to show unethical behavior in organizations. Only 6% employee thinks that satisfaction has no effect on employee morale and ethics.

The external factors which we have not considered in this research but employee thinks that can effect employee satisfaction, are government policies, transport, good projects, company strength, social and economic values, political instability, natural disaster, location, vendor management, weather, and family issues (Figure 3).

![Figure (3): Simple Bar Graph for External Factor that Affect Satisfaction](image-url)
The research survey for this paper focused on two major areas i.e., Quality and productivity being influenced by employee satisfaction. Whereby some novel areas are also put forward by the employees during the survey including teamwork, motivation, policies, innovation, family and social life and employee loyalty (Figure 4 clarifies).

With the discussion above, research reveals that generally employees also think that if the employer at organizational level provides factors like job assignment according to employee’s interest, effective communication, succession planning, beneficent HR policies, better compensation packages, job security, working environment and timely feedback, then they can increase employee satisfaction.

![Figure 4: Simple Bar Graph for things that are affected by Employee Satisfaction](image)

Similarly, at government (industrial), individual, managerial and social level, they should improve educational facilities, drive out fear and should undertake innovative projects (Figure 5).
Conclusion:
The study provides support for some key factors serving as stimulators for employee satisfaction. These factors are pay, job interest, leadership (encouragement, feedback, and performance appraisal), career growth, working environment, broadly defined job responsibility, organizational objectives and trainings. These factors if not provided, result in dissatisfaction of employees. In addition to this some new factors have been identified which were not made part of the survey initially but came across on employees feedback. These factors include government policies, transport, good innovative projects, company strength, social and economic values, political instability, natural disaster, location, vendor management, weather, and family issues. Further, it is concluded that employee satisfaction serves as a stimulus for the organizational quality and productivity. Therefore, it is proved that employee satisfaction impacts positively on software quality and productivity. In brief, if the factors highlighted are given proper consideration, the productivity and quality of organization will increase.

Figure 5: Simple Bar Graph for Suggestions from employee as what need to be done at different level in order to increase employee satisfaction.
**Recommendations:**

Pakistan is lagging behind in IT with respect to other South Asian countries particularly India. Management should be made aware about the significance of employee satisfaction, as being an input agent towards their organization’s productivity and quality, which leads to competitive advantage apart from getting return on investment.

Career growth should be focused by defining career paths for an employee, within an organization, so that employees should feel secure; career wise, and can be more productive. Competitive salary packages should be given along with a better environment to work. Job assignment must be done according to employee’s interest because if an employee does not like his job, he will not be able to deliver quality in his work. Trainings should be properly planned and conducted with proper evaluation of the outcomes in learning of employees and enhancement of their job skills. Learning new tools and technology provides competitive advantage to the organizations by assisting employees in quality, development and working efficiently. Processes should be there but they should also consider the needs and satisfaction of employees in performing them, as employees are an important asset to the organization, therefore, standards should be designed in a way that shouldn’t be a hindrance towards employee satisfaction and work output.
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